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Summer Seminar Body, Soul, Spirit 43

Question: Does the memory of one's life persist in the intermediate

state? Our memory records will our spirit be able
went

to e recall what *e*t on in our life here.

I don't know.

- Question: Differentiate between the spirit of God and spirit of man.

What happens at regeneration? Does the spirit of man take on more of

the spirit of God?

We don't understand the human cell of our body. Many things we don't

know. Spirit is more complex than the physical body. Is great deal

God has not told us about. Is a tremendous change when the H.S. regene

erates, but as to details we don't know. I think

that vs. in John is very appropraite there. Jn. 3 where Jesus said to

Nicodemus: Verily I say unto thee except a man be born of water and

_ of the spirit he cannot enter into the k. of God. That which is born

-- of flesh is flesh, that of spirit is spirt. Then in vs. 8 is one case

in Bible where the word pmeuma is translated wind. The wind blows where

it listest . . . so e is everyone that is b. of the Spirit. Now if this

is a correct trans. of that vs. it contradicts all my b observation of

life. I don't think you can't tell where the wind comes from and where -

tigoes to. We k* have maps on TV that tell us every day where the

wind comes from and goes to. This is the k only case in Script, where

the word pneuma is trans. wind. I think he's talking about the Holy

Spirit. I think it should be trans. "The Spirit breathes where He

chooses . . . " so is every one bor that is born of the Spirit."

Miraculous event. Doubtless has details about it we don't know.

Question: The Biblical word Heart, I've come to understand that as

the entire personality of the individual. Do you hold that?

Heart means the innards of the animal. The Heb. did not know much

about anatomy. the idea that the seat of thought is in brain,
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